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Ahmadiyya Awareness Campaign
15th December 1998

Those who disbelieve and die and remain kaafir, those are the one upon whom is the curse of Allah and Angels and all Humans.

AlFatwa International No. 4
by Dr. Syed Rashid Ali
Dear Readers
Assalamo alaikum

Anti Ahmadiyya Movement

had renewed its challenge of Mubahila in Sept 1998 to the leader of

Ahmadiyya Jamaat. It has been more than three months and Mirza Tahir Ahmad Qadiani, the leader of Ahmadiyya
Movement has yet to acknowledge and accept this challenge. This challenge is being reproduced here. Just as I, Dr.
Syed Rashid Ali, have come out challenging Mirza Tahir for the prayer duel to protect the honour of Holy Prophet of
Islam SAAW, I request Qadianis/Ahmadis to force their leader that if he really believe in the claims of
prophethood/messiahship/mahdihood by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani, then he should come out to protect the honour
of his prophet.
The present challenge of Mubahila has been based on the following Hadith of Rasoolullah SAAW:
"If following four (habits) are found in a person, then he is a PERFECT HYPOCRITE.
And if one sign is found in a person, then he has one sign of hypocricy until he leaves it:
1. When he is entrusted (with something), he embezzles;
2. When he talks, he lies;
3. When he promises, he flouts it; &
4. When he quarrels, he is abusive."
(Bukhari & Muslim)
Readers will note that the Holy Prophet SAAW has clearly indicated how to identify a PERFECT HYPOCRITE and
obviously such qualities do not befit a good muslim, let alone a prophet. Let us now see in which category of Hypocrisy
does Mirza Ghulam A Qadiani, the founder of Ahmadiyya Movement fits. You must remember that Mirza Ghulam
claimed that he was a prophet, a messenger, Promised Messiah, Imam Mahdi etc. In the presence of such claims, to
what extent he is permitted to lie or embezzle or flout his promises or use abusive language for his opponents, that I
leave for the readers to decide.
I must remind readers that ALL PROPHETS of Allah had examplery character and
mannerism. They had NEVER lied, NEVER embezzled, NEVER broken a promise and NEVER
used abusive language for their opponents.
Readers are also reminded of the grandiose nature of the claims of Mirza Saheb whereby he had the audacity to claim
to be the replica of Jesus Christ, Zil and Burooz of Holy Prophet Muhammad SAAW, claims of excellent conduct which
is the unique honour bestowed upon by Allah on Holy Prophet SAAW. Some of the examples of such claims are as
follows.

TWO in ONE
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GRANDIOSE CLAIMS by Mirza of EQUALITY/SUPERIORITY OVER HOLY PROPHETS, Syedna
MUHAMMAD & JESUS (SAAW)
"When I am the Holy Prophet re-incarnate and when all the accomplishments of Muhammad including the
prophethood are reflected in my mirror of my shadiness, then who is the man who has claimed prophethood in a
seperate being ?" (Ek Ghalti Ka Izala, p.8; Roohani Khazain, vol.18,p.212)
"The truth is that the spirituality of the (reincarnated) Holy Prophet at the end of the 6th millennium (i.e. these
days in the form of Mirza), is much more stronger, more complete and forceful than in those early years, rather it
is like the 14th (moonlit) night". (Khutbah-e-Ilhamiyah, Roohani Khazain, vol.16, pp. 271-272)
"'Mohammadur Rasoolullah wal lazeena m'ahoo, ashiddao 'ala alkuffare rohamao bainahum' in this revelation
God has named me Mohammed and Messenger as well." (Roohani Khazain vol 18 p.207)
"I have claimed to be Maseel Maseeh, which stupid people thinks that it is Promised Messiah ..... I have never
claimed to be the Messiah ibne Maryam. Anyone who accuses me of it, he is absolutely a liar and fabricator. I
have been constantly announcing for the last eight years that i am Maseel Maseeh, that is, Hazrat Eisa AS's
certain spiritual properties and nature and habits and virtues has been given to me as well by God AlMighty."

(Izala-e-Auham, Roohani Khazain vol 3 p.192)
"I proclaim that I am the Promised Messiah about whom every God's book has prophecised that he will appear in
the Last Days." (Tohfa-e-Golravia, Roohani Khazain vol 17 p.295)
"It has been revealed to me that this humble self in my Poverty and Humility and Reliance on God and Sacrifice
and According to Signs and Radiances, is an copy of the first life of Maseeh; and this humble self's nature and
the nature of Maseeh resembles each other so much as if two pieces of the same atom or two seeds of the same
tree."
(Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya Part 3, Roohani Khazain vol 1 p. 593)
God is the one who has sent his mesenger, this humble self, with good conduct and manners.” (Roohani Khazain

Vol 17 P. 426 by Mirza Qadiani)

The Other Side
In the following passages, I will endeavour to show you the two faces of Mirza Ghulam - his claims of examplery
character on the one hand and the proofs of his PERFECT HYPOCRICY on the other. Lets us analyse various aspects
of the life of Mirza Ghulam in the light of Hadith of Rasoolullah SAAW.

The Lies of Mirza Ghulam A Qadiani
Mahdi is not anyone’s student. I swear that this is exactly my condition Nobody can prove that any human has
taught me Quran …….” (Roohani Khazain Vol 14 p. 394 by Mirza Qadiani)
At 10 years of age an Arabic Teacher was appointed for me whose name was Fazal Ahmed ….and when I was 17
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-18 years of age I was educated by another Molvi Saheb whose nem was Gul Ali Shah, who was appointed by
my father in Qadian to teach me.” (Roohani Khazain Vol 13. P. 180)
When I was 6-7 years old a person teacher was employed for me who taught me Holy Quran….. and his name
was Fazal Ilahi.” (Roohani Khazain Vol 13. P. 180)

The Embezzlement of Money & The Broken Promises
Mirza Ghulam A Qadiani announced in 1879 that God has appointed him to prove the truthfulness of Islam. For
this purpose he advertised that he is going to write a book, Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya, in 50 volumes. But since he
was a poor man, he appealed for money! He advertised for Muslims to come forward and purchase the book in
advance. He promised to send them the volumes as soon as they are printed. (Majmooa-e-Ishtehaarat, Collection

of Advertisements, vol.1 p.18-19)
Muslims generously contributed and purchased the book in advance as is mentioned in the initial volumes of
Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya. However after publishing 4 volumes in the next 4 years, the reality dawned on him. Now
for the rest of his life probably he would be writing, publishing and distributing Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya - a book for
which he has already recieved advance payments. In other words no further hope of monetary gain. He stopped
writing the book. Despite protests from buyers who had made advance payments or had made generous
contributions for this book. He said:
“Now God is the real and apparent incharge and caretaker of this book and I have no idea how many volumes of it
(Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya ) He is going to publish it.” ( Roohani Khazain Vol 1 P. 47)
Years after years Mirza Ghulam A. Qadiani, the so-called "PROPHET, PROMISED MESSIAH, MAHDI" kept
flouting his promise. For the next 23 years he wrote, published and sold some 80 other books. Fifth volume of
Braheen-e-Ahmadiyya was not published until after 23 years. However if someone expected Mirza Ghulam to be
remorseful about breaking his promises and embezzling the funds given to him, then he can just forget it. On the
contrary he wrote in the preface of this 5th volume:
"At first I had intended to write 50 parts, but I contended with writing 5 and since the difference
between 50 and 5 is that of a mere ZERO, therefore my promise is fullfilled by writing 5 volumes.”

(Roohani Khazain Vol 21. P.9)
Some Prophet !!
This juggling with figures and adding/deleting zeroes had been the hallmark of Qadiani Movement. During his
lifetime (before 1908) Mirza Ghulam had claimed that he had hundreds of thousands of followers but the census
conducted by the British Government in India in 1931 revealed the real figure of Qadiani followers to be not more
than 70 thousand. Similarly the present leader, Mirza Tahir, has been claiming ever increasing numbers of
converts - the figure for this year being 1.5 million. One can easily now draw conclusions as to the accuracy of
such claims. Like prophet like follower!

Mirza Ghulam's Abusive Language for his Opponents
CLAIMS OF GOOD CONDUCT IN THEORY:
God is the one who has sent his mesenger, this humble self, with good conduct and manners.” (Roohani Khazain

Vol 17 P. 426 by Mirza Qadiani)
"They (Muslims) have hurled all sorts of obscenities at me but I have not even answered back anyone with
abusive language” (Roohani Khazain Vol. 19 P. 236 by Mirza Qadiani)
"To curse is not the habit of SIDDIQ (Truthfuls). Faithful do not curse." (Roohani Khazain vol.19 p.236)
'GOOD' CONDUCT IN PRACTICE:
"Molvis are liars and like dogs eat the dead meat of falsehood." (Roohani Khazain vol.11 p.309)
"Except for the children of prostitutes, whose hearts have been sealed by God, everyone else has accepted me
and attest to my prophethood." (Roohani Khazain vol.5 p. 547)
Enemies have become swines of our jungle and their women have (become ) worse than
(Roohani Khazain vol. 14 p.53)
bitches.”
For his opponent Maulvi Mohammed Hussein Batalvi, Mirza writes:
"I am telling you truthfully, that civilised actors and imitators would have at least some modesty and the
ignominious of generations would also not utter such mean and boastful arrogance from their tongue.." (Roohani
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Khazain vol.4 p.10)
"Abdul Haq Ghaznavi writes repeatedly that in the prophecy of Atham, (christian) priests have won, what can I say
in reply except: O Badzaat (despicable)! Jewish Natured! The face of priest have been blackened and so is yours
..... O Khabees! How long are you going to live? ... especially on this Head of Dajjals and his entire group, ONE
MILLION shoes of the Curses of Allah may afflict them. O Dirty Dajjal ! Prejudice has blinded you." (Zamima

Anjam-e-Atham, Roohani Khazain vol.11 p.329)
"O Barbarian of some Junlge!.... to hide the truth you have eaten this Iguana of falsehood... O badzaat
(despicable), Khabees (evil)! Enemy of Alah and Rasool! You have done this Jewish alteration ... but your lie O
Worthless has been caught.... the day when all these things (regarding Mohammadi Begum's prophecy) are
fulfilled, then on that day would these stupid remain alive? ... There won't be any place for them to run and their
noses would be cleanly cut (they would be humiliated) and the black spots of disgrace will turn their MANHOOS
(cursed) faces like those fo pigs and monkeys."
(Zamima Anjam-e-Atham, Roohani Khazain vol.11
p.334-337)
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad sent some thousand curses on some of the Christians. This is nothing unusual, he had
always been very quick with his cursing like a machine gun. But this time he really went over board. He
enumerated these curses from 1 - 1000 in his book Noor-ul-Haq!

(Roohani Khazain vol. 8 pp 158-162)
Dear Readers!
A well known fact which is also an article of faith of all Muslims is that all Prophets of Allah had excellent conduct. It is
unthinkable that a person at the pinnacle pf humanity, holding the office of Prophethood, would have even one, let
alone four characteristics of hypocricy. We see in our everyday life that even to admit an ordinary soldier into the army
there is a certain criteria that has to be met. Would Allah not have have any criteria for admitting someone into His army
of Prophets?
Look at the life of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani. Does it prove him to be a decent human being, let alone a prophet? In
the light of Hadith of Holy Prophet SAAW, Mirza Saheb fits the descriotion of a PERFECT HYPOCRITE. It is for this
reason that from the platform of Anti Ahmadiyya Movement, I, Dr. Syed Rashid Ali, have repeatedly challenged Mirza
Tahir Ahmad Qadiani, 4th Khalifa and Head of Ahmadiyya Movement, to declare on oath that the founder of their
Movement was not Perfect Hypocrite. But Alas! He keeps avoiding meeting this challenge for reasons best known to
himself. I am, however, once again challenging him for Mubahila.

CHALLENGE OF MUBAHILA TO AMEER JAMA'AT AHMADIYYA,
MIRZA TAHIR AHMAD QADIANI,
4TH KHALIFAH AND GRANDSON OF MIRZA GHULAM AHMAD QADIANI
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I, Dr. Syed Rashid Ali, hereby challenge Mirza Tahir Ahmad Qadiani to a Mubahila.
Duration:
From 1st December 1998 within a period of three months Mirza Tahir Ahmad Qadiani should announce the acceptance
of this challenge. (Note this challenge was given initially on 1st September 1998 but so far there has been no response
from Mirza Tahir)

Place of Mubahila:
The Qadiani Headquarter, AlFazl Mosque, on 16-18 Gressenhall Road, London SW18

Date and Time of Mubahila:
Any date and time according to the convenience of Mirza Tahir Ahmad.

Procedure:
In the presence of public (qadiani and others) and 4 witnesses from either side, both parties will declarae the following
on oath:

WE will declare on oath on Holy Quran that "according to the criteria laid down by Hadith of Holy
Prophet Muhammad SAAW, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani, the founder of Ahmadiyya Movement
and the claimant of prophethood/messiahship/mahdihood, is a PERFECT HYPOCRITE, as proven
by his writings".
Mirza Tahir A Qadiani will declare on oath on Holy Quran that "Dr. Syed Rashid Ali is a liar in his
oath and that his Grandfather/Prophet/Promised Messiah/Mahdi has NEVER LIED, NEVER
EMBEZZLED, NEVER BROKEN A PROMISE and has NEVER USED ABUSIVE LANGUAGE
TOWARDS HIS OPPONENTS.
After taking the oath, both parties will complete the mubahila by invoking the curse of Allah by reciting the following
verse of Holy Quran:

CURSE OF ALLAH BE UPON LIARS

Mr Mirza Tahir Ahmad Qadiani
I hope that once again you will not try to run away from this challenge. Your reluctance to accept this challenge of
Mubahila and not facing the challenge within the stipulated period would mean that you are aware of the true character
of your Grandfather and are delibrately hiding these facts from your simple-minded followers and others. Perhaps you
can decieve people in this world, but remember you have to face Allah one day. How will you decieve Him? I have come
out to protect the honour of My Beloved Prophet Muhammad SAAW. If you really believe in the truthfulness of Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad, then your faith in him demands that you come face to face with me for this challenge of Mubahila. I
dare you Mirza Tahir!
May Allah protect ignorant unsuspecting Muslims as well as simple-minded qadiani/ahmadis from the pious fraud of
Ahmadiyya Movement in the name of Islam. Ameen.
Wa maa 'alainaa ill-alBalaagh.
Dr. Syed Rashid Ali
Anti Ahmadiyya Movement
P O Box 11560
Dibba AlFujairah
United Arab Emirates
rasyed@emirates.net.ae
http://alhafeez.org/rashid/
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